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Trademarks and Copyrights are property of their respective owners. Login Registration is disabled.
We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you continue to use
this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Ok. Stay up to date with Roland news, artists,
promotions, events, and more. Provides an overview of key features, functions and operational tips.
The BOSS Worldwide Social Network keeps you connected to the latest products, exciting events,
and much more. Stay up to date with Roland news, artists, promotions, events, and more. Provides
an overview of key features, functions and operational tips. The BOSS Worldwide Social Network
keeps you connected to the latest products, exciting events, and much more. In no event shall
Roland Corporation be liable to endusers for any damages whatsoever, including but not limited to
financial damages for any loss of profits or information arising from the use of, or inability to use this
updater. The foregoing provision is effective even if Roland Corporation has been advised of the
possibility of such damages. Please read carefully the terms of this License Agreement before
installing or using the SOFTWARE. By installing, copying, or starting the use of the SOFTWARE, you
hereby consent to the terms of this License Agreement.Use of the SOFTWARE shall include loading
the SOFTWARE into temporary memory i.e., RAM or installing the SOFTWARE into storage media
i.e., hard disk of the computer on which you will use the SOFTWARE.Therefore, you must treat the
SOFTWARE like any other copyrighted material i.e., a book or a CD. All rights that are not provided
for herein are reserved by Roland.But you may permanently transfer the SOFTWARE and
accompanying printed materials provided you retain no copies of the Software and recipient agrees
to the terms of this License
Agreement.http://www.broadviewlibrary.org/uploaded_bvlib/craftsman-21-mulcher-manual.xml

boss dd 20 service manual, boss dd 20 service manual, boss dd 20 service manual pdf,
boss dd 20 service manual download, boss dd 20 service manual 2017, boss dd 20
service manual free.

If the SOFTWARE has been updated or upgraded, any transfer of the SOFTWARE must include the
most recent update and all prior versions.You shall not use the remaining forms of media on another
computer.Please read the instructions completely, and please note that you should use the
SOFTWARE AT YOUR OWN RISK. In no event shall Roland be liable to endusers for any damages
whatsoever, including but not limited to financial damages for any loss of profits or information
arising from the use of, or inability to use this product. The foregoing provision is effective even if
Roland has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Even if the SOFTWARE has any
material, verifiable, and reproducible program errors, Roland shall have no liability to modify such
errors.Upon such termination, you shall immediately stop using the SOFTWARE.All rights reserved.
Please do not offer the downloaded file for sell only use it for personal usage. Looking for other
manual For this no need registration. May be help you to repair. You could suffer a fatal electrical
shock. Instead, contact your nearest service center. Note! To open downloaded files you need
acrobat reader or similar pdf reader program. In addition, Also some files are djvu so you need djvu
viewer to open them. These free programs can be found on this page needed progs If you use opera
you have to disable opera turbo function to download file. If you cannot download this file, try it with
CHROME or FIREFOX browser. Translate this page Relevant INSTRUMENT forum topics BOSS
MT2 METAL ZONE Sziasztok! Megepitettem a cimbeli gitartorzitot, de nem jon ki belole az a hang,
ami a YouTubeos demovideokon hallatszik. Ossze szeretnem hasonlitani egy gyarival. Van esetleg
valakinekYou can write in English language into the forum not only in Hungarian. No part of this
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publication may be The Memory function allows you to store up to four tones in the DD20 itself,
independent of the panel
settings.http://tsukanov-art-collection.ru/pict/craftsman-21-steel-blade-lawn-dethatcher-manual.xml

You also get “seamless switching,” with memories switched smoothly as the reverberation continues.
The life of these batteries may be limited, however, since their primary purpose was to enable
testing.If using some other make of connection cable, please note the following precautions. If there
is any distortion in the sound, reduce the level on the connected device. When at “WARP” or
“TWIST”. This setting is preserved even while the power is turned off, and is selected as the default
delay time setting display when the power is turned on again. The MEMORY indicator and the
indicator for the currently selected memory flash, and the DD20 is put into write standby. fig.19a 3.
Press the SELECT button to select the memory number to which you want to store the sound.
However, in certain cases such as when circuitry related to memory itself is out of order, we regret
that it may not be possible to restore the data, and Roland assumes no liability concerning such loss
of data. The MEMORY indicator and the indicator for the currently selected memory number start to
flash, and the DD20 is put into write standby. fig.22 Blink Write standby. The indicator flashes while
the DD20 is in write standby; the indicator flashes more rapidly while the write operation is in
progress.However, simultaneously pressing and turning the knob causes the delay time setting to
change rapidly, allowing you to quickly reach the value you want, even with higher values. This tone
is modeled on the Roland “RE201” Tape Echo.For MONO use, make the connection to the A MONO
jack. Play what is to be used as the basic phrase. The remaining memory is indicated as a
percentage in the display. fig.29 Blink 3. The delay sound starts to oscillate, then the oscillation
speeds up as its pitch increases. fig.32 Blink 3. Release the pedal. The oscillating sound begins to
fade away, and the normal delay sound returns. In this case, the short delay’s delay time is
indicated.

The rate value appears next to the “r” in the display. fig.37 3. The display is switched as shown
below each time you press the TEMPO button. fig.39. If, for example, you already know the BPM of
the song you are performing, you can get a perfectly synchronized delay effect by setting the delay
time with the indicated tempo BPM. When using the DD20 in dimly lit surroundings, you can confirm
memory numbers more easily by using the Lighting Pattern 2 setting. Is the guitar connected
correctly to the INPUT A MONO jack.Is the Pedal mode set to SOS, WARP or TWIST. The pedal
functions differently according to the Pedal mode settings. For more details, refer to the description
of each mode. SOS p. REVERSE fig.36. FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION RADIO
FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE STATEMENT This equipment has been tested and found to comply
with the limits for a Class B digital device, pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Used Very
GoodSerial Noxxx8002 Please refer to all photos for reference of condition. Note No
manual.Something we hope youll especially enjoy FBA items qualify for FREE Shipping and Amazon
Prime. Learn more about the program. Please try again.Please try again.In order to navigate out of
this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Page
1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1 In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading
shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Register a free business account Please try
your search again later.Delay time can be quickly set using the pushbutton knob or via tap
tempo.Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings based on a machine learned model instead of a
raw data average. The model takes into account factors including the age of a rating, whether the
ratings are from verified purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer trustworthiness. Please try
again later. Steven Eddy 5.0 out of 5 stars What a monster of a delay.

Its like every delay you ever wanted all in one pedal. I am selling my other delays.I cant say enough
how much I enjoy using it. I really like the sound on sound option which is basically a small looper
built into this unit. At one time I owned the boss looper pedal but now I just use the SOS to lay down
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whatever rythm I want to practice over and then start wailing on the lead parts. The DD20 is a great
practice aid in that regard. The dotted eighth note dealy is very helpful for songs that use that.I also
definitely recommend getting the Boss FS5U tap tempo switch for maximum flexibility onstage, as
well as an AC adapter. Watch the videos on YouTube to hear how great this pedal sounds, then add
this baby to your pedalboardyou wont regret it!I was looking for a delay that had presets, was simple
to operate and also had great sound. Initially I had my eyes on the boutique delays like the Eventide
Timefactor and the Strymon Timeline, but felt those delays were going to be way too complex and
far more robust and complicated than Id need. Enter the DD20. Now I know BOSS doesnt have the
same reputation it did long ago and Ill admit, I was actually trying to avoid putting BOSS on my
pedalboard. I had used some BOSS pedals in the past that I really didnt like and I felt like I might
run into the same thing here, but due to all the positivity surrounding this pedal I decided to take the
risk. I am SO glad that I did. The DD20 honestly hits the mark in every area I was looking for. I
learned 99% of the features on my own just fiddling around and the other 1% I learned from a quick
YouTube video online. Didnt read a manual once. Not only that but the SOUND obviously the most
important aspect is incredible. I love the delays Im getting from this. You have so many options and
with essentially 5 presets, you have a lot of room for creativity. In summary, if you are like me and
youre looking for a simple, great sounding delay with a few presets, do not hesitate on getting this.

You will NOT be disappointed.It is an awesome device. However, usually, I just preset my ME25 with
all the songs in order, and just switch it. If you want a solid delay device and looper, just put your
other pedals in front of this and wail away.Many of which no other delay pedal offers such as the
warp, dual, twist, and modulate modes. This is a very very simple pedal, too. Something this
awesome I figured would be complicated but I didnt even have to read the manual before knowing
this piece of work inside and out SO DONT LET ITS APPEARANCE FOOL YOU. Its simple and
amazing simply amazing! Holds up to four presets so you can program different delay effect settings
for various songs when playing out live or practicing. This saved me lots of time experimenting with
the unit trying to find the popular settings.It features all the main delay types that range from
vintage to modern including digital, analog, tape, modulated and several others. It can also store up
to 4 user presets which is really handy and it has tap tempo which I find very useful. The pedal runs
quiet without any noise and it is also very robust which makes it a great option for both studio
recording and live use. Very happy with this pedal overallSorry, we failed to record your vote. Please
try again I had one before and sold it for reasons of financial need. Ive bought one again thats how
important this bit of kit is to me and to my guitar sound. The only thing is that it would be nice to
know if you are ordering a power adaptor with the machine or not cos I didnt get one with this
package and would have like to have known about it when ordering it. The delivery was ahead of
time. So Great product and great delivery. MarcSorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again
Solid construction though, worth noting it draws 220mA or something in that region so if you use a
TRex Jr power supply youll need a current doubler cableSorry, we failed to record your vote.

Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again In order to navigate out of this
carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Stay up
to date with Roland news, artists, promotions, events, and more. Provides an overview of key
features, functions and operational tips. The Roland Worldwide Social Network keeps you connected
to the latest products, exciting events, and much more. The BOss DD20 Giga Delay offers more User
memory and the longest delay of any effect pedal— up to 23 seconds. Delay time can be quickly set
using the pushbutton knob or via tap tempo.Delay time can be adjusted via tap tempo or using a
knob, which also features a push function to set the delay range more quickly. Eleven delay modes
are provided covering everything from analog and tape delay to reverse delay and more. A new
Memory function makes it possible to change delay modes seamlessly. This is a pedal no guitarist
should be without! mistake reserve. Discover everything Scribd has to offer, including books and
audiobooks from major publishers. Start Free Trial Cancel anytime. Report this Document Download



Now save Save Boss ME10 Service Manual For Later 3K views 1 1 upvote 1 1 downvote Boss ME10
Service Manual Uploaded by midiquasi Description Full description save Save Boss ME10 Service
Manual For Later 1 1 upvote, Mark this document as useful 1 1 downvote, Mark this document as
not useful Embed Share Print Download Now Jump to Page You are on page 1 of 23 Search inside
document Browse Books Site Directory Site Language English Change Language English Change
Language. This may happen as a result of the following Javascript is disabled or blocked by an
extension ad blockers for example Your browser does not support cookies Please make sure that
Javascript and cookies are enabled on your browser and that you are not blocking them from
loading.

JSFiddle or its authors are not responsible or liable for any loss or damage of any kind during the
usage of provided code. Did you miss your activation email I have managed to fix the 8.6, 11.5 and
23 V points. The problem now is with the 3.3V point I took out IC12 an Q17, they are responsible of
regulating 8.6V to 3.3V for the DSP and CPU chips The problem is, these components are now
obsolete and impossible to find in quantities less than thousands and I cant find any substitutions
either. Strange pin configuration. What Im thinking to do now, is just building a simple LM317 based
power supply section that will take care of the 3.3V rail My question is if the output from the LM317
is good enough in terms of current and other parameters to not damage the DSP and CPU chips.
Here you can find the DD20 schematic, if anyone has time to give it a look really appreciate that I
found this. may prove useful. Q17 looks like a power fet.I hope this isnt the dd20 I rebuilt recently. If
it works then you could look at a better replacement. Have you got any idea how the power supply
had been damaged. The schematic shows a series protection diode D9 so reverse DC or AC wouldnt
kill it, too high a Voltage perhaps If I did, theyd probably be hard to find data on, and maybe in
Japanese. However we know the total load is 9V 200mA. And the analog stuff on the 22V rail cant be
all that much. With onethumb accuracy, that could be 600mA at the 3.3V rail. The LM317 sure can
supply 3.3V and at 600mA to 1A. One issue is heat. A 6V drop at 600mA is 3.6 Watts of heat. The
LM317 tab will not throwoff that much heat, it will shutdown. Space and trapped heat are further
issues. Another is battery life. The original plan was to drain a handful of AA cells in a few hours.
Without the efficient switching conversion, this will be less than a 40 minute set. I would assume
that these days you have a ready supply of good 9V power on your pedalboard, so battery life is not
an issue.

If you commit to that plan, then the huge battery tray is waste space. Cobbleup your heatsink to
replace that battery door so it can throw most heat out under the pedal. Thats not as ideal as a
heatsink on top heat rising away from the works instead of seeping out under the works, but perhaps
the only way it will work. Unless the main case is truly thick metal, and you can find a place to bolt
your 317 to it. If you must use baremetaltab 317, then get the insulating things sheet and washer,
but thats annoying. At just 3.6 Watts, heatsink grease is not essential, and messy. And 600mA is a
heavy load, about half the total capacity of a 1Spot. If your other pedals are thrifty, one good supply
is fine; if you have other powerpigs you may be looking at a second 9V supply. The DD 500 also
includes a Tera Echo type, which is based on the TE 2 pedal released in. Produces endless repeats
on demand in Hold mode. The DD 200 Digital Delay brings together sounds and features inherited
from the flagship DD 500 into an even smaller footprint. Boss DD 3A Music Pedal pdf manual
download. Including boss ac2 acousticsimulator schematic, boss bd 2 blues driver pedal schematic,
boss bd2 bluesdriver schematic, boss bf 2 flanger pedal schematic, boss bf2 flanger schematic, boss
ce 1 chorus ensemble pedal schematic, boss ce1 chorus schematic, boss ce 2 chorus pedal
schematic, boss ce2 chorus schematic, boss ce300. 5 High precision bit audio processing from boss
dd 2 service manual input to output boss dd 2 service manual ensures high audio quality.From the “
BOSS” folder, drag and drop the “ DD 500 Editor” file into the trash. Analog Delay mode models the
classic warm BOSS DM 2 analog delay sound. The Boss DD 2 Digital Delay was first made in 1983,
offering the first digital delay jammed into a stompbox. BOSS DD 7 Digital Delay Pedal can find a



way onto your pedalboard, and be applied to nearly any playing style.

Using the same integrated circuit chip as the Roland SDE 3000, the Boss DD 2 brought long and
crystal clear digital delay to the masses.BOSS DD 7 Specs. net carries service manuals for many
different products, including the BOSS DD2 DD3 SERVICE. Sign up to the Boss South Africa
monthly newsletter and look forward to the latest gear news, artist related features, how to guides
and much more in your inbox. Produces a delay time ranging from 20 to 300 milliseconds, and has 3
knobs Repeat Rate, Intensity and Echo. Before using this unit, carefully read the sections entitled “
USING THE UNIT SAFELY” and “ IMPORTANT NOTES” separate sheet. So here is a site with only
high quality, high resolution service manuals, boss dd 2 service manual most of them carefully
cleaned, restored and sometimes partially re drawn. Also for Boss dd 3b, Digital delay dd 3, Digital
delay dd 3t. Twelve modes offer delay colors from modern digital to classic analog, providing
everything from basic echoes to rich ambient pads and everything in between. We have tried utmost
care to make sure completeness of manual. You can adjust the E. Only available from BOSS, this
effect combines delay, filtering, and modulation in a unique way to. Found a non working Boss DD
20 pedal for very cheap. The sound of the BOSS DD 2, the first stompbox digital delay, is onboard as
well, which is still highly regarded for its gritty, early digital era tone. View and Download Boss DD
3A service notes online. BOSS LPK 1 Service manual circuit diagram manual online download; BOSS
DD 3 Service manual circuit diagram manual online download; boss dd 2 service manual BOSS HR 2
Service manual circuit diagram manual online download; BOSS DS 2 Service manual circuit diagram
manual online download. Boss boss dd 2 service manual Diagrams, Schematics and Service Manuals
download for free! 3 dd 3 t location of controls, parts list fig.

Roland Boss DD 2 Service Manual by SRmanuals is scanned from original paperback copy of the
Roland Boss DD 2 Service Manual and are guaranteed for high quality scans. D Bass 115 115X 210
service manual DD 2 DD 3 service manual DD 3A service manual DD boss dd 2 service manual 3T
service manual DD 5 service manual DD 7 service manual DD 20 service manual DD 20T service
manual DDR 30 service manual DE 200 service manual DEP 5 service manual Discover 5 service
manual DF 2 schematics DJ 70 service manual DJ 70MKII service manual DJ.Get a low price and free
shipping on thousands of items. This popular pedal had controls for delay time, effect boss dd 2
service manual level and mode, making it easy to add everything from a short slapback to longer,
tempo based delays. Boss DD 200 Digital Delay Pedal The DD 200 Digital Delay brings together
sounds inherited from the flagship DD 500 into an even smaller package. With three delay time
modes, the Boss DD 3 Digital Delay Pedal can handle all your performance needs. Worldwide Social
Network. This tone is modeled on the BOSS “ DM 2” Compact Delay. After reading, keep the
document s including those sections where it will be available for immediate reference. 1984 boss dd
2 service manual DD 2 Digital Delay The DD 2 gave guitarists and other musicians pristine sounding
digital delay in a simple stompbox for the first time ever.Welcome to our global family. Get the DD
500 Version 2 Software Update. Main Features A full 23 second long delay provides plenty of time
for loop play and sound on sound. Visit us online for more information or to download service
manuals today. Comes with a 5 year warranty. The DD 200 offers four onboard memories for saving
your favorite setups and recalling them while performing. The Version 2 update also includes
enhanced control functions, additional MIDI parameters, and more.

Boss DD 2 Digital Delay dd pedal schematic diagram The DD 2 is one of the best digital delay pedals
and actually sounds very analog. The BOSS Worldwide Social Network keeps you connected to the
latest products, exciting events, and much more. Twelve different modes offer an inspiring variety of
delay colors from modern digital to classic analog, letting you dial up everything from basic echoes
to rich ambient pads and everything in between. LEVEL knob setting. leaflet “ USING THE UNIT
SAFELY” and Owner’ s Manual boss dd 2 service manual p. Version 2 software is available in the
Downloads section at the DD 500 product page. Support VE 2 Owner s Manuals. The pedal was sold



from 1983 and it did officially go out of sale 1986 but it was relaunched without changes as the DD 3
later versions of the DD 3 use a different design. The Boss DM 2 analog delay pedal was sold from
1981 to 1984 and is still boss dd 2 service manual sought after thanks to its warm, natural sound.
Products and names mentioned are the property of their respective owners. The Memory function
allows you to store up to four tones in the DD 20 itself, independent. With 12 different modes to
choose from, the DD 200 provides nearly any flavor of delay in an amazingly compact size.At your
command are super clean digital delays, gritty analog echoes, and spot on retro sounds from the
Roland RE 201 Space Echo and Binson Echorec 2. Support DD 7 Owner s Manuals Owner s Manual.
There’ s also a Manual setting that reflects the current panel status, essentially giving you a fifth
setup to choose from. And by having access to our ebooks online or by storing it on your computer,
you have convenient answers with Boss Dd 5 Manual. To get started finding Boss Dd 5 Manual, you
are right to find our website which has a comprehensive collection of manuals listed. Our library is
the biggest of these that have literally hundreds of thousands of different products represented.

I get my most wanted eBook Many thanks If there is a survey it only takes 5 minutes, try any survey
which works for you. We also have the Dyna Drive, Fuzz, and Metal core there, not on this old
website yet. When its not ON, it does not use much power,When ON and you are tuning,Introduced
in 1982They stopped using the big SDE3000They are very warm and natural soundingOur HIGH
CUT mod really makes thisThis can be very useful.The price is excellent too.For more info see our
Boss DD5 mods page. The DD6 Digital Delay is the first BOSS delay pedal to offer true The STEREO
inputs allow sendingWarp mode creates radical delay effects on the fly. Inside it usesSome people
cant do that,It is also available on the RV3, DD2, DD3, and DD5. The high cut only effects the ECHO
sound, the DRY sound isIt is a 3 position switch. The center setting is the originalThis makes the
effect sound quite analog and you can distinguishThis mod on the DD6 soundsIf your DD6 dies after
the mod, we cant help you out, sorry weBut it can add someEven bringing a slider DOWN will add
noise, try it. Our mod replaces three chips with the King of Tone chip, which is a low noiseWe also
move the frequency of theA normal alkaline battery will still last overWe modify it so it will runAfter
the mod, the SNAP is back in your playing the transients and highsWe can also install a super bright.
LED in different colors. For new modified pedal orders, seeIt leaves plenty of distortion After the
mod, it sounds likeThe mod is very expensive toAs on the DS1, Boss copied some parts of our mods
and are Also it includes most of our silver mod parts from the tube screamer, manyLevel 1000, Low
300, high 130, mid freq 1000, middle 130, DistBUYANALOGMAN.

COM for ordering a new pedal, it allows several payment options and easily keep track of the order
status,Stock, they loseWe have tweeked it to sound just like theThis mod changesWe can optionally
mountAnd it will be on its wayBrent said Analog Man does a great mod on it, really makes it sound
likeI recommend getting this video! On a new TR2 we put the It made no differenceThat cap is in
there to stabilize theBUYANALOGMAN.COM for ordering. But you have to bend over and press a
little button to do so. We can mod it in 2 different ways. Use the small SELECT button to Most
people leave them on all the time, Use any momentary switch withThere is no control over the seek
time though, it goes throughThis requires 2 stomp switches, one for external SELECT andSee our
Mod Form for more infoYou really need a remote switch plugged in to use itIf you dont want to buy
an external switch, or dont have the real estate for it, weIts a softtouchAnd you can still press the
normal rocker switch by pressing on the right. We dont add the 2nd external switch, that one
switches between saved banks. Use our Boss Mod Form to send it in for the mod.Loops and riffs can
be Never before has it been so easy to create a massive “oneperson band” It can control the LEVEL
knobWe may be able to control a different knob Guide etc.Introducing the RC50 — the most
featureladen. Loop Station BOSS has ever built. It’s the best live looping tool ever Housed in a
spacious sevenfootswitch floor unit, Jeff Beck, Santana to Stevie Ray, many guitar greats have
embraced theToday BOSS proudly announcesIt offers adjustable Rise Time, Horn and BassAnd not
just for classic twirl, the RT20 can beUNIVIBE, and more This pedal is really cool because it works



as a normal volume pedal. OR an expression pedal, by plugging into different jacks.

For expression use, you dont have to use a Y or Insert cable like with mostThey also have an
adjustment screw on the bottom for moreThe 500H is high impedance for mono guitar or expression
pedal controlThe 500L is stereo and works with low impedanceIt will sound like the tone control on
your guitar but you can haveThe FV50 H is the high impedance. This mod was collaborated with
After the mods they are smoother and lessPlease fill out the form, then printIt explains everything
Here is a videoFrance. Anniversary Clean Channel. Here is theAnthony has included our SD1, BD2,
and TS9DX soYou can choose three settings, clean,You can hear the samples with studio mix orRaw
really allows you to hear subtle differences whileIn 2018, Boss started building the SD1 with tiny
SMT parts on a tiny circuitIf your pedal could be one of these, pleaseThe ones we can modify have a
large circuitThe new ones have a tiny board thats just in theBeware modified SD1s on ebay claiming
to have Analog Man ModsFrom looking at the pictures, they seem to have the very 1st version of
This mod does not sound so good, Ibanez TS808 specs, including the chip. This is the yellow Boss
pedal, notThe yellow SD1 has the same basic design asWe can leave the With Ibanez style
clipping,With Boss style, it gets yet a bit more The Brown option is standard on the. SD1 as it really
helps to smooth out the sound. He likes them a lot, soWe now install Its the sameWe put the
Listening carefully, I was able to confirm this, though I andIt can be heard on any SD1 pedal, the
mod did not affect it.SD1 pedals sold.I tested itI studied the schematic and layoutAlso it is a very
reliable mod as there are no partsIf we have previouslyThe stock SD1 and many otherSome people
reallyAlso the SD1 seems to have a bit more low end after theThe silver mod improves the
bypassBoth have a crisp, edgey attack and a noticeable but not Both generate lovely transient
harmonic waves, choral feedbacks.


